
smoothly elegant, almost chanted ‘Madonna’,
the almost spoken ‘Raub, the lightness, preci-
sion, almost instrumental ‘Serenade’, the
dreamy ‘O alter Duft’. Each of these 21 minia-
tures is given its own little world by Clementi
and her superb collaborators. There are many
ways to perform this music and many fine
recordings, but this charismatic, beautiful
reading can hold its own against any of them.

Red Music is three light pieces, each dedi-
cated to a great musician. The first honors Pro-
kofieff with huge sweeps of not quite diatonic
sound. My first impression when I heard it was
of Liszt on drugs. Next up is Shostakovich, folk-
like Jewish music alternating with eerie ghost
music. Finally we get Rostropovich, with some
very clever imitation of different aspects of
cello writing but not quite as much actual cello
sound as the dedication might suggest.

The works are about four minutes each
and have catchy tune fragments and popular-
souding harmonies. There’s also a loud
ascending swirl in the flute part that sounds
like a shriek—I’m not looking forward to hear-
ing that again.

The sound is very immediate, a blessing in
the Schoenberg, less of one when Portera is
shrieking, but there’s also enough space around
the musicians to avoid a feeling of constriction.
The cover art is ugly and campy, almost as
awful as the old London LP cover for the Nils-
son/Solti Salome. I also cannot understand why
a performance of Pierrot would not include
texts and translations.

If you like this music, or think you might,
find this. Continuo seems to be a small Italian
label imported by Naxos, and releases of small
record companies often disappear quickly. If
you’re new to the work, you will need at least a
translation. You may be able to find one
online. There is a low-priced Dover edition of
the scores of Pierrot and Verklarte Nacht that
has the poems underlying both works as well
as English translations.

CHAKWIN

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphonies; 
5 Pieces

Matteo Fossi & Marco Gaggini, p
Brilliant 94957—59 minutes

The validity and musical interest in these
piano transcriptions lies in the hands of the
arrangers—Alban Berg (Chamber Symphony
1—one piano, four hands), Anton Webern (5
Pieces—two pianos), and the composer him-
self (Chamber Symphony 2—two pianos). The

arrangements work well, no doubt owing to
the skill of Fossi and Gaggini. In general, I am
not drawn to Schoenberg’s music, but the first
Chamber Symphony is an enjoyable late-
romantic work. It also sounds appropriate in
this four-hands transcription.

I could go the rest of my life and not hear
the Five Pieces for Orchestra or Chamber Sym-
phony 2 again and I would not ever miss them.
The pianists have near-perfect ensemble, and
the recording is good. Gaggini’s extended
booklet essay is also quite good.

HARRINGTON

SCHOLLHORN: Spur; see KOFFLER

SCHUBERT: Impromptus, D 899

with Piano Sonata in A, D 959
Barry Douglas

Chandos 10933—70 minutes

with Piano Sonata in G, D 894
Sheila Arnold

Cavi 8553336—69 minutes

Northern Irish pianist Barry Douglas (b. 1960)
is much in demand and makes numerous
recordings, many of which have been reviewed
in ARG. I have not heard any of them but have
encountered him repeatedly in concerts
broadcast on BBC Radio 3. I never found his
playing exciting and eventually gave up listen-
ing to him. When this new disc, Volume 2 of a
Schubert series, arrived in the mail I thought
here was an opportunity to make up for any
injustice I may have done this artist in the past.
Alan Becker reviewed Volume 1 (S/O 2014)
and had some good things to say about it,
though he was far from enthusiastic. Alas, my
listening to this new issue fully confirmed my
previous impressions. The performances are
competent but dull. Textures are coarse, and
the recorded sound is clangorous. The fine
essay by Schubert expert Brian Newbould is
not a sufficient reason to get this.

The other release is on quite a different
level. Sheila Arnold, looking 40-ish, is South
Indian but grew up in Germany and is now
teaching there. She was new to me, though she
has made several previous recordings. Her
interpretations are sensitive, dynamically dif-
ferentiated, and tasteful, with judicious rubato.
I compared her G-major Sonata with Walter
Klien’s (Vox 5173), a high benchmark, and
thought it just as fine, despite some differ-
ences. Her first movement is slower, but not
too slow, and unlike Klien she takes the repeat.
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